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Wooden Apple Dish
Carved from solid wood and smoothly finished in deep red with appropriate leaf
and stem colors. Ideal as a candy dish, change tray or for desk accessories.
Measures 6"L x 51/4"W.

AU23401 ................................................$4.50

School House Timer
This bright sixty minute timer is also
a handy magnet. A useful gift. 31/2"H.
AU10472................................. $8.95

Apple Sun Catcher
Add sparkle to any win-
dow with this vibrant red
apple with green leaves.
A suction cup is included
for easy placement. Apple
measures 43/4"L x 31/2"W.
Gift boxed.
AU10306 ................$5.95

Apple Door Mat
Welcome your friends and guests with a delicious red apple
door mat. The hunter green background color is accented
by our exclusive red apple design. Handcrafted in USA with
luxurious indoor/outdoor, thick olefin fibers with a heavy
vinyl backing. A welcomed gift to be used in doorways,
kitchen or traffic area. Weighs 21/4 lbs., 18" x 27".
AU05203..................................................................$29.95

Apple Bird Feeder
For our feathered friends, a delicious apple
shaped bird feeder. Made of weather resistant
polyresin. Measures 53/4"; hangs 13". Boxed.
AU10309 ..................................................$6.95

Lustre
Colored Glass
Apple Ornament
An apple collector’s delight!
For those who appreciated the
multicolored, rainbow effect of
old glass, will cherish this
delicate hand-blown glass
item. May be removed from
stand for other ornamental
use. Stand measures 7"; apple
measures 21/4"W x 3"H. May be
personalized with black enam-
el paint pen. Boxed.
AU41106 Apple with Stand

..................$4.95
AU41106A Apple Only ..$3.25
AU90102 Black Paint Pen

....................$2.95

Pointer-Magnetic Pick Up
A very useful item; a pointer and
magnetic pick up, all in one.
Measures 513⁄16" closed, 21"
extended overall.
AU19318................................$6.95

Brass Apple Basket
A heavy brass basket decorated with two
inlaid enamel apples. Movable handle.
Measures 51/2"L. Gift boxed.
AU45209 ..........................................$10.95
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Brass Apple Votive
Cut-out apples surround this brass votive.
Glass holder and candle included. Votive
cup measures 21/2"H. Boxed.
AU03125..................$9.95


